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ABSTRACT
Now a day’s health care data is growing vastly in the world, this health care data has to be stored and managed in
proper format by the health care centers. Most of the work has been done in the area of cloud computing and still
more work has to be done. But the main issue in multi cloud computing is providing security to the data. My
research proposal is more concentrating on security issues and implementation aspects of security problems for
multi-format data in healthcare multi cloud computing. The various security issues related to data security, privacy,
confidentiality, integrity and authentication needs to be addressed. Most of the health care data cloud service
provider stores the data in heterogeneous text format and user need to use their own encryption algorithm to secure
their data if required. The data needs to be decrypted whenever it is to be processed. This paper focuses on storing
data on the cloud in the encrypted format using fully homomorphic encryption. The data is stored in DynamoDB of
Amazon Web Service (AWS) public cloud. User’s computation is performed on encrypted data in public cloud.
When results are required they can be downloaded on client machine. In this scenario users data is never stored in
heterogeneous text on public cloud.
Keywords: Data security; Cloud computing; Fully Homomorphic encryption; AWS; DynamoDB; public cloud
EHR; cloud computing; healthcare; security; privacy, Cloud computing, architecture, challenges, cloud platforms,
research issues, Telehealthcare; cloud computing infrastructure; security in healthcare, access control, cloud
computing, cloud computing security, data segregation, data security, privacy protection.

I. INTRODUCTION
Security is major concern to the cloud computing.
There is strong thrust to provide security at
infrastructure - network level, Host level, application
level and data. The data is associated with each level
like network, host and Application level. In this paper
security of cloud data at rest is focused. Cloud
computing uses several technologies.
The security issues related to different type attacks
related to several technologies needs to be addressed.
Some security issues in cloud computing includes6:
Availability –availability of data is an important
security issue. Whenever it is required it must made
available to user. Also user must have control over its
data. Availability issue needs to attend, when service is
required from another cloud service provider. There are
presently three major threats to availability. The first
threat is network based attack2. The second threat is

cloud service providers availability and third backup of
stored data by cloud service provider. There is need to
provide effective and efficient techniques for access
control, authentication and authorization of significant
data
Data reminisce - It is an issue when data gets exposed
after deletion to the unauthorized party. A data security
lifecycle refers to the entire process from data creation
to destruction8 is shown in Fig. 1. Care must be taken
when the data needs to be destroyed.

Figure1. Data Life Cycle
Third-Party Control- Cloud Service provider is
managing the user data. Third party access may lead to
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leakage of sensitive information and trade secrets.
There is also great threat to corporate spying. It should
not also create a situation that user has to depend on a
one such cloud service provider.
Legal Issues and Privacy- User is unaware about where
data is stored in cloud. In each country cyber laws are
different. There is great concern about legality,
confidentiality of data. User is also concerned about its
data privacy. Major privacy issues related to cloud
computing are sighted by Pearson9
Generally when data is encrypted it is not easily
understood by unauthorized people and to get plain text
back decryption is used. For any kind of computation
one needs to perform the decryption first. Encryption
solves major issues. But the power of cloud can be
exploited if user is able to carry out computation on
encrypted data.
Homomorphic
Encryption
technique
enables
computing with encrypted data. It means, one is able to
perform the operations on this data without converting
into the plaintext. Data is in encrypted state in its most
of the stages on the cloud.
Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) technique
allows user to perform multiple types of operations on
encrypted data. Only one kind of operation is allowed
in a partially homomorphic encryption technique3. Fig.
2 shows the proposed system

The paper is categorized in five sections. Section 2
gives brief outline about various homomorphic
encryption algorithms. Section 3 explains the proposed
scheme for Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE).
The core part of the paper, FHE over AWS Dynamo
DB, is explained in section 4, the paper conclusion and
future work is in section 5.

II. Related Work
The first homomorphism suggested by Rivest,
Adleman and Dertouzos in10. Multiplicative
homomorphism is given by RSA11. Partial
homomorphic encryption scheme is suggested by Yao12,
Goldwasser and Micali13, ElGamal14 and Paillier15.
Fontaine & Galand has presented a survey of
homomorphic encryption schemes in16. Gentry from
IBM have proposed fully homomorphic encryption in
his thesis and paper 17.
Many researchers proposed the variants of Gentry’s
model with some improvement. Homomorphic
encryption on smaller size cipher text is proposed by18
Smart and Vercauteren. The arithmetic operations over
integers are proposed by Dijk, Gentry, Halevi, and
Vaikuntanathan19. Faster improvement to Gentry’s
model is proposed by Stehle and Steinfield20. Y
Govinda Ramaiah4 has proposed ―Efficient Public Key
Homomorphic Encryption over Integer Plaintexts‖.

III. Fully Homomorphic Encryption Scheme
The flowchart in fig. 3 shows the proposed scheme to
perform fully homomorphic algorithm. This scheme is
simplified and efficient version of [18][19] applied in
AWS public cloud for security of users data. (J, K)
represent a secret Key and (P0, P1) forms a public key.
Number N to be encrypted is accepted as user input.
For ExampleInput is given as J=14883982794894487223, K=43321
and number to be encrypted N=9 Then D and F are
calculated as

Figure 2.FHE proposed system

D=706771865439661476141958620420656807042178
11307170938823680817972460078770747
and
F=730390473299616118774746223206442922044393
26844747783070676806904287578243639 Consider
four bit number K' = 12 then compute
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P0=10519580285119403059293206075655334278355
74146640991376691781227504638919782237324865
12473
7665581
and
P1=10871119238146327664815812416970040873377
50199678917794234945876512572829144575038603
91386 7044349
Perform Encryption and get
C=351538953026924605522606341314706595021760
53037926417543164649007933909362337713738789
12937 87689.
Decryption is performed and get back plain text N=9

IV. Implementation
The user can connect to the AWS DynamoDB service
through the Eclipse IDE for Java EE Developers. This
allows the user to login based on his credentials and
then the user can perform operations on their data
based on requirements. Once user is done with all the
tasks, it can opt to exit the system.

Figure3. Flowchart of Fully Homomorphic Encryption
Scheme

The following are the steps performed for the
implementation
Step 1: Create a DynamoDB instance on AWS Step 2:
Create Database Tables with proper schema
Step 3: Get the credentials from AWS and perform
access controls Step 4: Install Eclipse Kepler version
and Java SDK on it (Fig. 4)
After the installation of AWS SDK on Eclipse
framework the user is available with all the needed
packages. Step 5: Follow the steps given in23AWS
SDK.
The Java Code that is built to interact with the
DynamoDB. It runs on this eclipse platform. All the
interaction needed that is Data manipulations such as
Addition, Subtraction, or check balance in the data base
is performed using this platform. The user logs in to the
system using the interface provided and then performs
functionalities provided. The user is allowed to access
only the rights that are given to him by the database
owner. Step 6: Exit Java Code

Figure4. Checklist for installation of Java SDK on
Eclipse Kepler Version

V. Results
Two tables are created on DynamoDB. Balance is
stored using homomorphic encryption scheme. User is
allowed to perform addition and subtraction on this
encrypted balance. User is allowed to check balance in
plaintext. The sample data on DynamoDB database is
shown in fig. 5
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Figure5. Database on DynamoDB
The code is executed at client and performed sample
operations. It is shown in Fig. 6.





Figure6. Executions at Client
After execution of this code at client side the data is
updated on AWS DynamoDB table. It is shown in fig.
7.

password which are validated by the server
before the user gets access to the system.
Key Selection- This component selects the key
based on the user that has logged into the system
for encryption and decryption of data.
Query- Once the user has logged in, he will
select the operation to be performed.
Computations - Based on the operation selected,
computations are performed and passed on to the
encryption component to be stored.
Encrypt and store- This component encrypts the
data given by the user, or the data which has been
computed by the system and thereby stores/
updates the value in the cloud database.
Retrieve and decrypt- This component retrieves
the data required by the user from the cloud
database and thus presents it to the user on the
client machine.
AWS Cloud (DynamoDB)- This is the cloud
database where all the data is stored and is
accessed by the login module for the verification
of details of the user, by the Key selection
component to retrieve the keys stored in the
database, by the encryption component to store
data in encrypted format, by the decryption
component to retrieve the data and decrypt it and
also by computation to perform operations on the
user data as per requirement or the query fired.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work
Homomorphic Encryption will bring a new dimension
to cloud storage. It provides confidentiality to the data
as in no stage data is exposed in heterogeneous text.
The proposed algorithm is simplified, efficient version
applied in AWS public cloud. The proposed algorithm
can be used for various applications such as online
auctioning, medical purposes and business purposes.

Figure7. Data in DynamoDB table after performing
addition in balance

There is need to carry out research in reducing the size
of cipher text for efficient data processing. There is also
a need to evolve various algorithms for searching and
querying on encrypted data under FHE scheme.

4.2 Modules involved:




VII.
Client Machine- The requests is made to access
the data from the cloud server through the client
machine.
Login- The login component helps the user to
login to the system without correct username and
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